MEDIA RELEASE
Nuprodx Introduces MULTICHAIR “Grow” Feature
San Rafael, CA (June 18, 2012): Nuprodx Inc., designer and manufacturer of innovative solutions
for seniors and people with disabilities, is proud to introduce the new MULTICHAIR “Grow” feature.
Nuprodx’ forward-thinking design and engineering, anchored by the company’s signature modular
seat base, now offers customers a stationary or wheeled shower / commode chair or tub / slider
system with integrated in-home mobility chair that can be easily fitted for all users regardless of size.

One Shower / Commode Mobility System For Life
The introduction of Nuprodx’ “Grow” system means that users can now purchase a shower /
commode chair or tub / slider system for a child, and keep the same unit into, and through, adulthood,
saving literally thousands of dollars by eliminating the need buy a whole chair or tub / slider system.

The “Grow” feature accomplishes this with special mounts that enable a simple backrest and seat
cushion update for major sizing changes, and built-in fine tuning for smaller adjustments, because not
every part of the human body grows at the same rate. This enables the main components of the chair
or slider system to remain in place for the life of the chair.

“We’re very pleased to introduce the Nuprodx ”Grow” system to the community,” said Bruce Hammer,
Founder and President of Nuprodx. “We know how difficult it can be getting assistance to purchase
upgrades for bathing and bathroom systems for a child as they grow larger. Using our modular
system, we are able to offer this important feature across our entire product line, helping people of all
levels of disability minimize the long-range financial investment required to make the day-to-day
activities of life easier over a lifetime.”

(more)
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How The System Works
Nuprodx’ unique modular seat base makes the system possible, via precision-machined rear corner
pieces that offer three-position backrest pole mounting locations. This exclusive feature allows users
to start narrow and forward, and over time as the child grows, move the backrest back into the full
adult size. Positions A and B can be can even be used with the same backrest, with an alternate midsize one available if needed.

A. - Child

B. - Teen

C. - Adult

Three backrest mounting positions and alternate cushions sizes enable fitting the chair to virtually any size user.

Fine adjustability has been built in and is accomplished by simply alternating the position of existing
brackets for up to seven different seat depths even before moving to the adult size.

Adding to the value, like all Nuprodx shower / commode chairs and tub / slider systems, all “Grow”
units are built exclusively from non-corrosive materials: Aircraft grade aluminum, stainless steel,
brass, and Delrin® plastics. This assures the investment is a sound one, ensuring that with only minor
updates for sizing, the system can last a lifetime.

All “grow” units include these hallmarks of a Nuprodx system:
• Self-skinning padded urethane back and seat cushion with 1/2” waterfall-style foam ring around the
commode opening and slot help protect ischial and coccyx areas reducing the risk of pressure sores
• Cantilever fold-back / locking padded chair arms
• Adjustable seat height from 20-1/2” to 24-1/2” easily fits over the highest toilets required by the ADA
• Total lock brakes on all casters that prevent rolling or swivel
• Modular construction.

More information is available on the Nuprodx website: www.nuprodx.com
(more)
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About Nuprodx Inc.
Nuprodx Inc., is committed to developing innovative products to improve the lives of millions of
seniors and people with disabilities world-wide. Our high-quality durable medical equipment, is strong,
light, and portable, and is made with premium materials. Our complete manufacturing capabilities
include design, computerized machining, welding, and fabricating. Our focus is on bathroom
equipment, such as shower chairs and tub / slider systems that are strong and stable for everyday
use, and lightweight and portable for travel. Our ability to develop affordable solutions for complex
installations quickly is one of the hallmarks of the California-based design, manufacturing, and
assembly facilities. All nuprodx MULTICHAIR systems are proudly made in the USA.
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Media Contact:

Contact: Bruce Hammer
Nuprodx Inc.
415.472.1699 office. 415.686.1847 cell. 855.220.5171 toll free
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